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Abstract

Two studies were conducted to establish a more complete picture of the skills that might be accessed through learning to DJ and the potential value of those skills for music education. The first employed open-ended methods to explore perspectives on the value of DJing for music education. The second employed experimental methods to compare the ability of DJs to synchronise movement to auditory metronomes. Twenty-one participants (seven professionally trained musicians, seven informally trained DJs, seven non-musicians) took part in both studies. Qualitative data suggested that all participant groups felt DJs learn valuable musical skills such as rhythm perception, instrumental skills, knowledge of musical structure, performance skills, and a majority agreed that DJing had equal relevance with other musical forms e.g. classical music. Quantitative data showed that informally trained DJs produced more regular timing intervals under baseline and distracting conditions than the other experimental groups. The implications of the findings for the inclusion of DJing into formal music curricula are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditional approaches to music education have been irrevocably transformed by the emergence of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in schools as increased use of music technology to develop critical computer skills has introduced contexts to the music classroom that have not traditionally been associated with music and learning (Hallam and Rogers 2010; Himonides and Purves 2010). The varieties of music technology that children now have access to, and engage with, outside of the music classroom encompasses too broad a range of instruments, multimedia interfaces, software applications and creative workstations for an exhaustive list to be given here. The important issue is that the old methods of music education, such as those associated with traditional formal training, are not necessarily applicable to the educational contexts in which musical skills are now developed (Himonides and Purves 2010), and arguably are equally as inapplicable to new music styles and new instruments that have emerged out of contemporary technology and musical practices.

Music pedagogues in the UK and elsewhere have are becoming increasingly interested in the capacity for informal learning practices to inspire personal and creative growth in the music classroom, which has led to a growing inclusion of informal learning methods in music education in an attempt to ground music education in a more “learner-centred way” and combat the flagging interest in formal music training in schools (Price and D’Amore 2007; Green 2009; McQueen and Hallam 2010; Cain 2013). These changes in teaching and learning approaches have been well documented. For example, in her influential research, Lucy Green (2009) describes her experiences introducing informal learning practices of popular musicians into classroom environments in seven schools in Northern England, and in doing so, emphasises the teacher’s role in guiding behaviour and tasks, and observing with minimal intervention or participation (Cain 2013). One UK initiative, Musical Futures, sees teachers as integral in exchanging knowledge about and embedding informal teaching and learning practices into music classrooms. The movement reflects increasing awareness of how learning has been radically altered by the influx of technology, both in and outside the music classroom, and a desire to adapt teaching styles accordingly (Thomas and Brown 2011). In 2010, McQueen and Hallam reported that Musical Futures included twenty eight schools in the United Kingdom and over seven hundred secondary-school teachers (McQueen and Hallam, 2010); the initiative has subsequently expanded to Australia and Canada and is growing daily in scope and influence. Comprehensive reports of their research (including quantitative surveys and longitudinal studies) are available on the Musical Futures website. Results show that informal learning practices are adaptable to more formal educational contexts, and that the underlying processes are equally capable of producing musical outcomes as more traditional methods.

Although Green and the Musical Futures initiative focused on traditional instruments, this research argues that informal musical practices associated specifically with ICTs such as DJing/turntablism (terms used interchangeably throughout this article), may have the
Dancing is a fairly diverse area covering a range of behaviours that have not necessarily been clearly delineated. However, there seems to be consensus in popular DJ tutor books as to how to learn to DJ (Broughton and Brewster 2002; Webber 2007; Steventon 2010; Vorobyev, Coomes and Murphy 2012). Smith’s (2013) investigation of “collective creation” among professional hip-hop turntable teams points towards an agreed consensus as to methods employed during DJ performance, suggesting a homogeneity in approach among DJs that makes collaboration and learning possible. Due to this consistency of approach, DJ performance may perform a valuable function in music education classrooms in the future, particularly those that utilise collaborative and informal teaching and learning practices (Crow 2006).

While there is a growing body of literature on DJ culture (Bell 2009; Hansen 2010; Montano 2010, 2013; Attias, Gavanis and Rietveld 2013), DJ performance as a musical practice has been somewhat overlooked in music education and psychology literature in the UK despite its prevalence. The progressive increase in DJing outside the music classroom due to affordable technological advances has aided the growth of this informal music practice. This research posits that DJing might be utilised in the music classroom to convey essential music principles to learners who would otherwise feel alienated or restricted by more traditional instruments, may not come from backgrounds within which they are exposed to this subcultural musical practice, do not have access to the equipment due to socio-economic factors, or may be excluded from musical activities involving traditional instruments due to physical restrictions or disabilities.

**DJs in Contemporary Music Research and Education**

DJs in their contemporary state evolved from two wellsprings. One source can be traced to the disk jockey radio announcers, influential cultural icons that selected and cued the records on music programs (e.g. Dick Clark and Alan Freed), while the second origin of DJing is traced back to the first experimental music written for the gramophone by the composer Hindemith in 1930 (his grammophonplatten-eigene Stücke) in which pitch/speed augmentation and sampling (layering two or more pre-recorded sounds simultaneously) were used in a recorded musical work for the first time (Katz 2012). When mixing two or more songs/samples simultaneously, contemporary DJs make use of techniques such as cuing, beatmatching, blending, phrase matching and rhythm matching (Broughton and Brewster 2002), techniques that are described in more detail in due course. In addition, some DJs use a set of two or more turntables as a musical instrument by scratching, negotiating and deconstructing the sampled music and “resisting the intended purpose of the turntable as an autonomous playback device” (Vandemast-Bell 2013: 243), thereby turning DJing into a virtuoso performance art which is referred to as turntablism (Chapman 2012). DJing is generally associated with hip-hop and electronic dance music (EDM: techno, house, trance, garage, drum n’ bass, to name but a few) but the origins of turntablism as an art
form are to be found in hip-hop (Poschardt 2002; Butler 2006). In hip-hop performances, the DJ mixes samples and *breakbeats* (percussive music samples) over which a vocalist raps, and performs occasional scratch solos on the turntables. Breakbeats have been used since the 1970s when DJs began to notice the effect of overtly percussive sections of music on disco dancers (Smith 2000). Studies in the psychology of music are beginning to investigate why percussive music like breakbeats elicit such strong responses in dancers (Van Dyck et al. 2013). DJing has also found its way into popular music genres in a variety of ways; for example, famous bands such as Portishead, Incubus, Linkin Park and Slipknot all feature live DJs as permanent band members.

An overview of the small quantity of current academic literature on DJing indicates that there is still much about this musical practice to investigate within discipline of music psychology. A highly theoretical analysis of the semiotic content of DJ performance (specifically reggae and club DJing) has been provided by Bakker and Bakker (2006) which adopts a semiotic framework to interpret the meaning of DJing, but makes claims about what DJs do without any empirical grounding such as questionnaires and interviews. A recent addition to the academic literature on DJs is an article by Vandemast-Bell (2009, 2013), a DJ and academic. Bell used himself as the subject and discusses the manner in which live DJ performance involves tactile manipulation of sound through physical means, as well as “real-time composition”. He is responding to the prevalent conception that a DJ is just someone that plays other people’s music. Although his work provides an important context for this research, it is limited because it is based on the personal experience of an expert as opposed to objective data or scientific observations (Jabusch 2006). Further context for this research is provided by a study by Greasley and Prior (2013) which investigated the understanding and use of the notion of musical shaping among professional DJs. Results showed that DJs use the idea of shaping to modify a track while it is playing (e.g. equalisation); to control the transition between tracks (e.g. matching structural sections); and in relation to the overall trajectory of a set (e.g. choices of tunes, which order). There was also evidence that the DJs understood musical shaping multi-modally, through gesture and visual representation as well as sound. Of direct relevance to this study, Snell (2011) discussed the skills developed in turntablism courses at two higher education music departments—Berklee College of Music and the Royal Conservatory of Music in Toronto—in an attempt to illustrate the benefits for music educators and students. She established that skills developed were predominantly “beat matching, pitch awareness, improvisation, and sensitivity to musical styles” (Snell 2011: 176), and also argued that turntablists develop transferable skills. Studies such as these have provided important insights into what may be developed through DJing as an informally learned musical practice, yet more empirical research is needed. Tackling this need, Butler and Trainor (2015) quantitatively established DJs ability to detect rhythmic deviations in musical patterns were the same as trained percussionists, and also established whether or not a one-week intervention consisting of DJing lessons improved rhythmic pattern deviation detection— the results were non-significant.
The purpose of the two music-studies reported in this article is to explore the relevance of DJing for music education, and to empirically establish a more complete picture of the skills that might be accessed through learning to DJ. In order to legitimise its use as an educational tool, this study aims to investigate basic motor skills developed by DJing (sensorimotor synchronization), and whether or not learning to DJ can be used to convey essential underlying musical principles.

**STUDY 1: PERSPECTIVES ON THE VALUE OF DJ PERFORMANCE FOR MUSIC EDUCATION**

The first study we devised sought to pinpoint contemporary perspectives on the value of DJing for music education, and equally sized groups of formally trained classical performers, informally trained DJs and non-musicians were recruited. A musical training questionnaire was used to determine the respective extents of our participants’ musical training so as to make sure that our participants properly matched the respective categories of our study. All of the participants completed the perspectives on DJing questionnaire, and the DJs also took part in semi-structured interviews. The questions included perceptions of whether DJs can be classified as musicians, what musical skills they learn, and whether DJing should play a greater role in contemporary music education. The sample consisted of seven professional string players (age range 18-60, mean age=26.56, SD=13.78), seven non-musicians (age range 20-37, mean age=25.43, SD=4.89) and seven professional DJs (age range 25-43, mean age=35.71, SD=5.33). The DJs performed in a wide variety of EDM styles (including electro, breakbeat, techno, house, hip-hop and drum ‘n’ bass, scratching) and with the exception of one participant who had attended a DJ academy for a short period of time, the DJs were all self-taught and randomly selected through opportunity sampling. Data were analysed using thematic analysis. Ethical clearance was gained from the Ethics Committees at the two institutions where the study was run, and in accordance with our ethics agreement, participants are referred to by their category (classical musician, DJ and non-musician) in the analysis in order to maintain anonymity, unless they explicitly asked to be named.

**PERCEIVED MUSICIANSHIP OF DJS**

The first line of enquiry concerned whether participants perceived DJs to be musicians. Twenty out of twenty one participants felt that DJs can be considered as musicians. Reasons given for categorising DJs as musicians grouped into four themes, namely, manipulation of mood and emotion, musical knowledge, technical knowledge and creativity. Some participants expounded on the musical knowledge employed by DJs, including rhythmic, melodic and structural elements as being essential to DJ practices. One classical string player felt that training was an additional necessity when defining a musician, while non-musicians similarly thought that skill was essential. In a different but related question, one classical musician stated that DJs have to “master technology in a way similar to learning an instrument”. One of the professional DJs made a direct comparison between DJing and piano playing during his interview:
When you watch DJ Craze it’s like a musician playing an instrument, it’s like he’s playing the piano, he’s got all these beats set up, plus he’s using the turntables and scratching the beat, and he was scratching with one hand whilst he was playing the beat with the other hand, like playing the piano, hands doing separate things.

Speaking of the creative processes behind DJing that substantiate the view of DJs as musicians, another DJ argued that “creating new music/a new song by combining pre-existing songs or using electronic sounds is no different to music created by the combination of different physical instruments or voices”. In other words, a conventional musician plays patterns of musical tones with their instrument much the same way as DJs play patterns of samples (sections of recorded music) using their instrument, and as such, DJs situate themselves at a point somewhere between composer and musician through the act of (re)arranging pre-sampled music in real time, often through improvisation. One DJ supported the general view, arguing “if they [DJs] aren’t musicians, who play music, what could you classify them as?”. Only one (non-musician) participant openly disagreed that DJs are musicians, stating rather dismissively that “there is some skill involved and required, but that’s the same for driving a car”. Overall, participants’ accounts suggest that DJs are perceived of as musicians if they physically mediate the sounds that are heard through various techniques (mixing and scratching for example).

**DJ Performance in Music Education**

We asked the three groups of participants three questions relating to the value of DJing for music education: 1) whether they thought that DJs learn valuable musical skills through what they do, 2) whether DJing has cultural relevance on a par with classical music tradition, and 3) whether DJing lessons should be offered alongside traditional music lessons as part of a formal music education. In response to the question one, all participants unanimously agreed that DJs develop musical skills. Table 1 shows the skills mentioned in thematic categories. Only the category of mixing is DJ-specific; all other categories apply generally to music education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Musical skill</th>
<th>Times mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhythmic perception</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic perception</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical structure</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music technology</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music performance</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylistic knowledge</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental skills</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music production</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Participants’ perceptions of the musical skills learned through DJ performance**
Across all participant groups, rhythm perception was the most noted category of musical skill learned by DJing, perhaps as a result of the beat-based nature of the music and the fundamental necessity of beatmatching. This result was in line with the propositions of this research as a whole and substantiates the quantitative investigation of rhythmic perception described in Study 2. Mixing requires that harmonies as well as beats match, which might explain why skills relating to the category of harmonic perception were mentioned second-most by participants. Skills relating to musical structure, technology, performance and stylistic knowledge were all mentioned an equal number of times. In addition to a wide genre-based knowledge of available repertoire, DJs are required to understand the structure of bars, phrases and overall pieces in order to produce their mixes, while their knowledge of music technology and musical performance are obvious components of their art. Instrumental skills, mixing and music production were all mentioned three times. One professional DJ and tutor, Dan de Lissandri (henceforth Dan), felt the following skills were learned through DJing:

The most basic skill all DJs who mix have to learn is how to count to a pulse, how to recognise the first beat of a bar and phrase, and how to match the tempo of a song to the tempo of another song. Advanced musical skills occur when a DJ recognises the harmonic, rhythmic or textural effect of mixing two sounds together. Scratch DJs learn at least the equivalent amount of musical skills as percussion players as both use tactile methods to add musical elements to compositions. True turntablists use mixing, beat matching and scratching (i.e. all the elements of DJing) to produce entirely new compositions. These turntablism compositions utilise melodies, beats and basslines from other recordings but rework them into brand new pieces which are clearly separate from the original. There can be no doubt that these DJs have learnt valuable musical skills to do so (De Lissandri 2014).

Another professional DJ and tutor Jim Reiss (henceforth Jim) wrote:

Some may think it is just about pressing a button or to look good but there is a lot in involved in DJing; counting beats and bars, understanding structure and timing, learning about the key of a piece of music, musicianship, performance, music technology and creativity (Reiss 2014).

In the second question, participants were asked whether DJing had a cultural relevance on a par with classical music tradition. Out of the twenty one participants, nine stated that DJing had greater contemporary relevance than classical music, eight stated that DJing had equal relevance to classical music, and four claimed that DJing was not as relevant as classical music. Results were surprising; all classical musician participants claimed that DJing was equally as, or more culturally relevant than classical music, whilst those claiming DJing is less culturally relevant entirely consisted of non-musicians and DJs. It was expected that each group would defend their position (classical music for classical musicians, DJing for DJs) and non-musicians’ opinions would gravitate towards their stylistic preferences (which were also
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noted as part of the study by correlating their responses with a list of each participant’s top five favourite songs/albums), but results suggested that this was not the case.

**Should DJ lessons be Part of Formal Music Curriculum?**

The final question was intended to establish if people felt that DJing lessons should be offered alongside traditional music lessons as part of a formal music education. Sixty two percent of participants stated that DJing lessons should be offered, fourteen percent claimed that they should be optional, fourteen percent claimed that they did not know, and ten percent stated that DJing lessons should not be offered alongside traditional music lessons (both of whom were non-musicians). A non-musician participant stated that DJing is “more of a hobby and if you get good you could go professional but I don’t think it’s really an educational thing”. This contrasts sharply with one DJ who argued that learning to DJ is as valid as studying the violin or piano because young people get to work creatively with the music they really enjoy, rather than having to learn predetermined repertoire, usually chosen by a teacher, and perform in a limited number of musical styles (e.g. Baroque, Classical, Romantic and Modern). Jim argued that the two supposedly disparate learning approaches could be mutually beneficial:

> Most young people today gain their first access to music through pop culture and DJing is a large part of that. If we insist that all young people who show an interest in music need to learn a traditional instrument first, then we will fail to encourage musicianship in the majority. If we do offer DJ education we help naturally musical young people discover music in a manner which they feel comfortable with. This in turn helps us signpost them onto more traditional instruments if they so wish (Reiss 2014).

Another DJ noted the functional value of DJing skills by mentioning that “DJing has a place in the music industry; therefore, you are equipping people with skills to work”.

The two DJ tutors Jim and Dan were DJing instructors at a DJ school and were active in local schools where they were using the teaching of DJing skills for various educational purposes that were partly funded by local council for certain projects. Their opinions on the value of DJing in music education were highly developed and their answers provided substantial arguments for inclusion of DJ performance in school music curriculums. Discussions centred on the motivational aspects of DJing for young people, including children with Special Educational Needs (SEN); devising a rubric for teaching DJing in a consistent way, which differs according to the style being taught: e.g. the ‘choppy’ style of hip-hop mixing compared with ‘seamless’ mixing style of progressive house, and the inclusion of DJ performance into mainstream education. Their first focus when teaching was to get the young people thinking about the preferred music they personally would want to hear in a mix. The tutors were very keen to impress on the young people that they should choose music that they enjoy. The tutors then teach the basics of mixing, acknowledging that this differs according to different musical styles, as emphasised by Dan:
We start off by teaching about bringing the record in on the first beat, then we explain the structure of the music, because we try and tie it into their music lesson as well, getting them to think about the intro, when you listen to a piece of music, you get an introduction, you might get a hook, a riff, a break, verse, chorus, another break, so getting them to understand that, and we’ve devised a diagram [see Figure 1] to show the layering of tunes ...I want to get some lego actually, to try and explain it better, a few blocks of lego would be one track, and then you overlap it with another track, how to work out where to bring the next track in, analysing that there’s a minute introduction, and so on, but at the same time, it’s entirely up to you how you mix it, it’s your creativity, your originality, we’re just explaining how we do it, how other DJs do it, or explaining how the music has been written, but there’s no rules around that...that [points to diagram] approach works with house music, and drum and bass, but with hip-hop and RnB, or popular or rock music, a different mixing style is needed, maybe just fading it, or doing an effect just before dropping the next tune in (de Lissandri 2014).

The tutors noted that tune selection was particularly important when working with young people with physical disabilities, many of whom did not have the motoric skills needed to manipulate the speed of the platters on the decks. Overall, the tutors felt that around ninety five percent of the young people they worked with were able to gain at least basic skills, and they talked about how motivating and confidence building DJ performance could be, particularly for children from disadvantaged backgrounds, and SEN children.

As regards the relevance of DJing for the traditional music curriculum, they argued that they “tick lots of curriculum tick boxes, such as understanding musical structure, dynamics, texture, and creative processes” (Reiss 2014) and that interest in DJ lessons was growing all the time. They were applying for further funding to allow them to work in a greater range of schools, continue the outreach work they had started, and raise awareness among secondary school teachers. When asked how realistic it is that DJing could start to form part of the curriculum, Dan responded:

![Figure 1. Dance Music Song Structure (Simplified for teaching purposes)](image-url)
I really do think it will. From us speaking to secondary school music teachers, and Heads of music, because we’ve recently taught at ten schools around the city, speaking to most of them, a lot of young people are interested in DJing as their performance for GCSE, but the music teachers don’t understand it enough, the examining board don’t understand it enough, so it’s a bit of a difficult situation for them (de Lissandri 2014).

It became apparent both from the tutors’ accounts and the responses from all participant groups about the relevance of DJing that there is a need to establish criteria for the examination of DJ performances to enable young people to pursue DJing at school.

The DJ tutors reported that future work included a conference linked to a higher education music college within the city in which they were running workshops for secondary school teachers to teach the basics of DJing and the range of DJ equipment that is currently available. At a six month follow-up, we asked Jim and Dan how the workshops—which encompassed how to plan a mix, demonstration of mixing and scratching, ‘have a go’ and Q&A sessions—had been received by the teachers. At the start and end of each workshop, they asked teachers to list disadvantages and advantages of DJ performance. Teachers were focused on disadvantages at the start, listing only a few advantages, including cost of equipment, lack of teacher understanding, and problems with assessment, but were much more focused on advantages at the end, such as improved aural and timing skills, and musical creativity (see Table 2). After the sessions, the tutors had immediate bookings from schools to deliver workshops to their pupils.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 2: Teachers’ perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages of DJing at GCSE level</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**‘Pros’ before session**

“Inclusive”

“Accessibility. Cultural relevance”.

“Exciting. Relevant to their interests. Not stuffy”.

“Cool and instant. Leading to depth as appropriate”.

“Getting kids interested in engaging with music who might not have otherwise”.

**‘Cons’ before session**

“Large amount of songs and software will be trouble for crappy school networks”.

“Many music teachers don’t understand DJing”.

“Cost? £”.

“How to assess a performance? Too ‘informal’ for an exam”.

“Not enough educational material to inform teaching / learning”.

“How do you mark it?”
“Less chance to interact, be ‘on the beat’ with others”.
“Do schools understand genre?”
“Needs practice”.
“Reluctance to learn formal notation required for composition / listening units”.
“Not seen as proper music by other students. Not enough teacher knowledge/experience”.
“Need all the kit in school”.
“No instrumental skill. Lack of note reading skill. Teacher expertise”.
“Equipment”.
“Cost of equipment. Schools/funding? Teacher skills? Expert training/cost”.
“Teacher doesn’t have a clue! How do you teach a whole class?”
“Difficulty. You need a great deal of aural skills to achieve a high standard”.

‘Pros’ after session

“Understanding of tempo and tempo relationships (cross curricular links with numeracy)”.
“Permits access to technologically / scientifically minded kids”.
“Engages challenging students. Own musical interests addressed. Engaging with music more accessible”.
“Real musical creativity possible”.
“Ability to access music course through something they enjoy”.
“DJing can be a form of an arrangement.”
“Engaging for kids – lots of DJs in mainstream at the moment”.
“Genre accessible to some young people who are harder to reach with “conventional” instruments”.
“Engaged. New skills.”
“Range of options for equipment. Lots of analysis and skills involved. Engaging and creative”.
“Affordable – for the entry versions”.
“Enthuses. Encourages practice and perseverance”.
“Fun to do”.
“Addictive! Inspiring. Challenging”.
“Rhythmic manipulation and splicing of breaks to form a new piece. Restructuring pre-existing materials to create a new form”.
“Cost effective to beginners for first time equipment”.
“Naturally engaging. Immediately musical”.
Study 2: The Sensorimotor Synchronization (SMS) ability of DJs

In our second study, we devised an experiment to explore how accurately DJs can time and coordinate their movements in comparison to formally trained classical musicians and non-musicians. The experimental paradigm used for studying this is often termed as sensorimotor synchronization (SMS), or the “coordination of rhythmic movement with an external rhythm” (Repp 2013: 403). This task is of particular importance because it is the fundamental cognitive ability that allows humans to engage in nearly all aspects of musical performance, and extends to all forms of synchronised movement across species (Toiviainen and Snyder 2003; Jäncke 2006; Repp and Su 2013). Sensorimotor synchronization (SMS) is often studied by measuring participants’ finger tapping responses to an external auditory metronome, presented under a variety of conditions (Repp 2005; Repp and Su 2013).

There are many contexts in which this sort of behaviour may occur in ecologically valid contexts, but a rhythmical musical setting remains the most obvious and prevalent environment in which this cognitive-motor skill is applied, as it aids synchronization between players in collaborative musical activities (Repp 2005; Jäncke 2006;). SMS is also necessary for DJing, particularly when beatmatching, cuing and scratching.

Tapping along to an isochronous (regularly occurring) beat is a relatively easy task for most people. There is evidence that correcting and maintaining movements in time with an external isochronous auditory beat is automatic. The timing errors observed between the movement and the external rhythmic cue are referred to as asynchronies and the process human subjects apply to minimise their asynchronies are collectively referred to as error correction in the SMS literature (Repp and Su 2013), which includes phase correction and period correction (Repp and Moseley 2012; Repp and Su 2013). Phase correction consists of the automatic process of adjusting the phase of subsequent taps relative to the phase of the stimulus onsets (Repp and Moseley 2012), and in this way, synchronization is established through continuous sensory feedback (Engbert et al. 2002). This is referred to as the phase correction response (PCR) (Repp 2003a). Period correction is a voluntary error correction action and consists of the subject comparing the perceived inter-onset interval (IOI) of the stimulus (i.e. the metronome clicks) with the period of their “inner timekeeper” or internal sense of the beat, and correcting the inter-response intervals (IRIs) (i.e. the distance between subsequent tapped responses) accordingly (Repp and Su 2013).

SMS studies have highlighted significant differences in timing accuracy between different populations and under a variety of different conditions that test the extent of this ability within and across modalities (Repp 1999, 2003b; Krampe et al. 2001; Aschersleben 2002; Krause et al. 2010a; Elliott et al. 2011; Fuji et al. 2011). Musicians have been shown to be highly advantaged in this task (Aschersleben 2002; Repp 2003b) and some musicians more than others (Krause et al. 2010a, 2010b; Fuji et al. 2011). In contrast, musically untrained people have been shown to be an appropriate control group for SMS studies because their asynchronies tend to be approximately 10ms larger than amateur musicians (Aschersleben 1994), and even greater when compared with music students (Aschersleben 2002). In
addition to being more accurate, musicians have been shown to be less variable in their tapping responses than non-musicians in a variety of studies (Madison 2000; Repp and Doggett 2007; Krause et al. 2010b; Repp 2010; Fuji et al. 2011). These differences between groups provoke questions as to how SMS ability relates to the motor system, cognitive processes such as attention and perception, and how it developed within different learning contexts such as formal and informal training. An ecologically valid musical setting requires a more complex application of SMS ability (Wing, Endo, Bradbury and Vorberg 2014). In this context, continual adjustment of timing takes place in order for performers to convey the expressive intentions of the music and maintain interpersonal coordination with other performers through the cognitive processes of prediction and adaption (Konvalinka et al. 2010; Nowicki et al. 2013). A central tenet of the current research is that in an ecologically valid performance setting, SMS adaptability has to be maintained despite unexpected internal and external distractions that direct attention away from the target source. Previous studies show that a distractor-based experimental paradigm is the most applicable for testing this complex phenomenon in musicians, who are expected to perform more accurately under conditions of distraction than the control group of non-musicians (Repp 2003a; Repp 2005). Here, we will investigate the differences in SMS performance between formally trained (string players) and informally trained (DJs) musicians, using a distractor-based paradigm.

Professional string players were chosen to represent the formally trained group because of the degree to which they regularly entrain rhythmically with external sources (Repp 2005; Repp and Su 2013) in auditory and visual domains, without the direct use of some form of tapping with their dominant hand. For this reason, formally trained drummers and pianists were excluded from the participant group because tapping with their dominant hand is an intrinsic part of their art and provides a distinct motoric advantage in SMS tasks over other types of musicians (Krause et al. 2010a, 2010b; Fuji et al. 2011). Despite a lack of actual tapping with their dominant hand (which usually holds the bow), an ensemble musician in an orchestra synchronously entrains with the visual cues provided by a conductor as well as the auditory cues provided by the multitude of other instruments in their sonic environment through the perceptual/cognitive mechanism of feedback control (Jäncke 2006). In the execution of this process they must filter out the misleading sounds of those less capable of entraining due to differences in skill level, distractions and other factors, and focus on their own auditory stream as well as other auditory streams they perceive to be consistent with the conductor’s timing-related gestures (Luck and Toiviainen 2006). DJs were chosen to represent informal musical practitioners because of the prevalence of DJing as a performance art and the degree of professionalism DJs attain without any formal musical training (Greasley and Prior 2013). As described above, the practical development of SMS occurs during musical performances when timing discrepancies brought about by distractions, differences in skill level between players and other factors are perceived and corrected by the performer. This ability to isolate and eliminate noticeable asynchronies successfully is especially relevant to the fundamental DJing technique of beatmatching, in which one beat must be strictly
adhered to whilst matching the other (asynchronous) beat during a performance in order for two tracks to be appropriately mixed (i.e. played simultaneously). Although there are technically no other performers in a conventional DJ setup, the coordination and entrainment of two rhythmic sources in phase is the essential part of DJ performance that is thought to develop SMS ability, a central hypothesis of the quantitative study reported in this article. Furthermore, DJs are continually aiming to maintain synchrony in a performance by eliminating asynchrony between the beat of the music that is already playing, and the samples they overlay and “mix” into the sonic environment, which is at the heart of what DJs do: intertextual layering of different audio samples to produce new and interesting combinations and aesthetic relationships (Bradby 1993; Kistner 2006).

**Hypotheses**

Formally trained classical musicians achieve greater accuracy in sensorimotor synchronization experiments, in terms of reduced mean asynchronies and lower asynchrony variability when compared to non-musicians (Repp and Doggett 2007; Fuji et al. 2011). We predicted that professional DJs would exhibit movement-timing performance that closely matched that of formally trained classical musicians, despite having been informally trained.

**Method**

We assessed movement timing performance of three groups of participants: non-musicians (NM), formally trained classical musicians (CM), and informally trained DJs (DJ). We used a sensorimotor synchronization paradigm to test the performance of each participant. In addition to a simple finger-tapping task to an auditory metronome, we also required participants to synchronise movements to a metronome in the presence of an additional “distractor” metronome. In this paradigm, participants are required to synchronise their taps as accurately as possible with an isochronous target sequence whilst an additional simultaneous isochronous metronome sequence, the “distractor”, diverts attention away from the target sequence (Repp 2003a, 2005). In this experiment we used *phase distractors*. A phase distractor metronome has the same tempo as the target metronome, but is offset in phase, such that the beats of the distractor consistently occur slightly earlier or later than the beats of the target metronome. Distractor cues disrupt participants’ movement responses by exerting the effect of *phase attraction*, causing participants to gravitate the timing of their movements towards the onset phase of the distractor metronome and away from the target phase onset, a phenomenon which participants have shown difficulty in resisting (Repp 2002). The phase distractor paradigm is a task that is very much related to the challenge faced by a DJ beat mixing two tracks: they must be able to switch attention between the independent beat-lines of the two tracks (Broughton and Brewster 2002). Hence, we predicted that participants in the DJ group would show superior performance in this task compared to the other two groups.
The same twenty one participants who participated in the qualitative study took part in the experiment. Technical problems with the tapping sensor led to a substantial loss of data from one of the classical musicians. In addition, we found that during analysis another classical musician appeared to have struggled to synchronise with the metronome during the simple baseline tapping tests. Hence they were excluded from further analysis. To balance group sizes, we analysed the best five participants from the DJ and Non-Musician (NM) groups along with the five remaining classical musicians (CM). Selection performance was based on the lowest average asynchrony variability measured across all baseline trials.

**Equipment Setup**

Participants sat a desk and were instructed to tap their index finger onto a force-sensitive resistor in time with an auditory metronome presented over Sennheiser HD-212 headphones. The experimental trials and metronome signals were controlled using the MarTAP toolbox (Elliott et al. 2009) in MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., MA, USA). A National Instruments DAQ-USB 6229 data acquisition card was used to output the metronome cues outputs and also capture the tapping response inputs with a common 10k Samples/sec sampling clock. The presented metronome stimuli had a tone pitch of 440Hz, with each tone having 30 ms duration. In the Distractor conditions, an additional metronome was presented simultaneously, differing only in pitch (700Hz) and was phase offset to the target metronome.

**Experimental Task**

The experiment was split into two main tasks: a Baseline task and a Distractor task. During the Baseline task, participants synchronised finger taps to a single metronome. These baseline conditions were established in order to measure participants’ asynchrony mean and variance under normal conditions, i.e. without distraction. For each trial, the metronome was presented at one of 6 different inter-onset intervals (IOI, the time between beat onsets, see fig. 2): 340ms, 420ms, 500ms, 580ms, 660ms and 750ms. Each trial consisted of 30 metronome beats. Participants completed three trials per IOI condition.

In the Distractor task, the auditory stimuli consisted of a target metronome with an IOI of 500ms in all trials. After an initial 5 beats of the target metronome, an additional distractor metronome was introduced (differentiated from the target metronome by a higher tone pitch). The distractor metronome had the same IOI as the target metronome, but the beats were offset in time relative to the target by: ±160ms, ±80ms, ±40ms, ±20ms and 0ms. A positive phase offset meant the distractor metronome beats were presented slightly later than the target beats; a negative offset resulted in distractor beats presented earlier than those of the target metronome (See Figure 2). Each trial consisted of 30 target metronome beats (25 distractor metronome beats) and participants completed 3 trials per phase-offset condition.
Baseline and Distractor trials were interspersed and presented in a randomised order across the experiment. Participants were instructed that they would hear a single target metronome, followed by a second distractor metronome in some trials. Their task was to *always* tap along with the first metronome they heard and ignore the distractor metronome as best as they could. Participants completed two practice trials to familiarise with the task.

**Analyses**

We recorded the finger tap onset times and aligned them to the related target metronome beat onset times using the MatTAP toolbox (Elliott et al. 2009). From these measures we calculated the corresponding asynchronies and IRIs across a trial (see Figure 3). The mean and standard deviation of asynchronies and IRIs were subsequently calculated for each trial and averaged across trials within a condition for each participant. For the Distractor task,
we further analysed the mean relative asynchrony to quantify how much participants were
distracted away from the target metronome. That is, how much the asynchrony changed
relative to the asynchrony observed in the 0ms phase offset condition.

Baseline conditions were analysed independently from Distractor conditions. For the
Baseline task, statistical analyses were based on a Group (DJ, CM, NM; between-subjects)
x IOI (340, 420, 500, 580, 660 and 750ms; within-subject) mixed-ANOVA design. For the
Distractor task a similar mixed ANOVA design was used based on Group (DJ, CM, NM;
between-subjects) x Phase Offset (±160ms, ±80ms, ±40ms, ±20ms and 0ms). Post-hoc
analyses were adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method. Greenhouse-
Geisser adjustments were made for results that violated sphericity assumptions.

**Results: Baseline task**

As observed in most sensorimotor synchronization tasks (Repp 2005; Repp and Su 2013)
we found all groups tapped slightly ahead of the metronome showing a negative mean
asynchrony result regardless of the metronome IOI (fig. 3A). We found no significant
difference in the mean asynchrony between groups (F(2,12)=.55, p=.593), but did observe
a slight change in the mean asynchrony in relation to the metronome IOI (F(1.7,3.4)=4.76,
p=.024). In particular, we observed that the shortest IOI resulted in a more positive mean
asynchrony (p=.030, relative to 420 ms IOI; fig. 3B). Participants’ tap intervals also
corresponded very closely with the metronome with mean IRIIs being within 1-2ms of the
metronome IOI. We found no significant difference in mean IRI between groups.
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**Figure 3.** (A) Mean asynchrony across baseline conditions by group. Error bars indicate
standard error (SE). (B) Mean asynchrony by metronome IOI in baseline conditions, collapsed
across groups. Error bars indicate SE.
Variability in production of the timing intervals did vary between groups (F(2,12)=7.80, p=.007). In particular, we found a significantly lower IRI standard deviation in DJs compared to both CM (p=.009) and NM (p=.029) indicating that participants in the DJ group produced more regular timing intervals (see Figure 4A). We observed a similar, non-significant trend for the asynchrony standard deviations across the three groups (see Figure 4B). As expected, slower metronome tempos (longer IOIs) resulted in higher IRI (F(5,10)=23.29, p<.001; see Figure 4C) and asynchrony (F(5,10) = 20.61, p<.001; see Figure 4D) variability regardless of group.

Figure 4. The DJ group had a significantly lower IRI variability than the NM and CM groups (A). A similar but non-significant trend between groups was also observed for asynchrony variability (B). As predicted, both IRI (C) and asynchrony (D) variability increased with larger metronome intervals. Error bars indicate SE. *p<.05.
RESULTS: Distractor Task

To measure the effects of the distractor metronome on each group, we analysed the change in asynchrony as a function of the distractor phase offset. For each participant, we subtracted their mean asynchrony in the condition when the two metronomes were aligned (i.e. no distractor) from the mean asynchronies calculated in each of the other Distractor conditions. These relative asynchronies were then averaged across participants within each group and plotted against the phase offset of the distractor (see Figure 5). A least squares linear regression was applied to the resulting data. The gradient of the fitted line indicated how strongly the participants within each group were influenced by the distractor: a large positive gradient suggested the were strongly influenced, while a gradient close to zero indicated that participants were able to ignore the distractor metronome and continue to tap in time with the target metronome. We found that the NM group were particularly affected by the distractor metronome (gradient = .26, $R^2 = .78$), while CM were less affected (gradient = .11, $R^2 = .39$). The DJ group appeared to be unaffected by the distractors overall (gradient = .00, $R^2 = .00$). The low $R^2$ for the DJ group suggests a poor fit. This is mainly due to a distractor effect occurring only at -20 ms and -40 ms, suggesting distractors with a very small phase offset have a relatively strong effect, even in the DJ group.

Figure 5. Relative mean asynchrony relative to the distractor offset. Relative asynchrony is calculated by subtracting the mean asynchrony at zero distractor offset (i.e. no distraction) from the mean asynchronies at each of the other offsets. Negative numbers indicate events occurring earlier than the target metronome beat. A least squares line of best fit is shown on each plot (dashed line). The steep gradient of the NM group indicates a strong effect of the distractor on the participants’ asynchronies. In contrast, the almost flat gradient in the DJ group indicates they are unaffected by the distractor cue.
Finally, we investigated how the distractor metronome contributed to the variability of the tapping asynchronies to the target cue. We found a significant interaction between phase offset of the distractor and Group ($F(5.2, 31.4) = 2.81, p=.031$). Further investigation indicated that the DJ group achieved a lower asynchrony variability overall, compared to the NM group ($p=.015$; see Figure 6). In addition, we observed that for large positive distractor phase-offsets, the NM and CM groups both had a large increase in variability, while DJs were unaffected.

Figure 6. Asynchrony standard deviation relative to the distractor offset. Both NM and CM groups show large increase in variability for the +80ms and +160ms distractor offsets. However, the DJ group show a consistent variability regardless of distractor offset.

**General Discussion**

DJing/turntablism and other informally learned arts and creative practices have already been used in a variety of contexts outside of formal education that substantiate their potential use-value in education and the wider community. For example, hip hop arts practices (which include turntablism, emceeing, break-dancing and graffiti) (Chang 2005) were utilised in a number of community-based projects in Canada which fostered “creative, thoughtful and artistic subjectivities” in children (Marsh 2012). Furthermore, Pasagiannis (2007) showed the therapeutic value of turntablism for “at risk” youths. Indeed, the value of including creative technologies and ICTs within Fine Arts and other disciplines has been well substantiated in the literature, and it is widely acknowledged that such practices are of substantial value in terms of promoting creative thinking (Wheeler et al. 2002), collaboration (Smith 2013), identity formation (Marsh 2012; Shiu 2007), both outside and within the classroom (Marsh 2006). However, this paper has focused on skills developed that are relevant with regards to conveying musical principles and instrumental techniques, as we believe that a case has already been strongly made with regards to extra-musical skills in the literature.
In the quantitative study, all groups showed a negative mean asynchrony but there were no significant group differences in the mean asynchrony or mean IRIs in baseline conditions. The DJ group produced more regular timing intervals overall in baseline conditions, and a similar, non-significant trend for the asynchrony standard deviations across the three groups was observed. In the distractor conditions, the distractor metronome contributed significantly to the variability of the tapping asynchronies, but the DJ group achieved a lower asynchrony variability overall when compared to the NM group, and were unaffected by large positive distractor phase-offsets that caused a large increase in variability in the other two groups.

Musicians’ superiority over non-musicians at minimising asynchrony during general tapping tasks is well established in the literature (Repp 1999, 2003b; Krause et al. 2010a, 2010b; Fuji et al. 2011) however these results could not reliably affirm claims that classically trained musicians showed a smaller negative mean asynchrony (NMA) in relation to other populations (Aschersleben 2002). For example, in Aschersleben’s (2002) study, the NMAs of musicians were as low as -14ms in relation to non-musician populations, whose taps anticipated the metronome by up to 50ms, but the findings of the current research did not reveal significant differences in NMA between groups, and most participants fell consistently between -30 and -45ms. In the Repp (2003a) study on which the distractor condition used in this study was based, Repp found that phase differences between a target and distractor metronome exerted a strong effect on synchronization accuracy and the variability of taps, a phenomenon which Repp called “phase attraction”. Supporting Repp’s findings, the effects of phase attraction were also evident in all populations in this study, however, a key finding is that DJ participants were least variable of all the groups when faced with large phase-distractor offsets that increased variability in the other two groups, an advantage that may be due to regular beatmatching of two unsynchronised tracks during the mixing process. However, it should be noted that contemporary DJ equipment provides the possibility of automatically beatmatching tracks, and it is therefore debatable as to how long beatmatching will remain an element of DJ performance as certain DJing genres become increasingly more automated (e.g. House/Techno). It is suggested that the practice of beatmatching should still be a requirement for any formal DJing instruction that aims to develop SMS abilities.

Further research would build on these preliminary findings; results illustrate that the need for a large-scale study that is broader in scope. Research could also be directed towards establishing a more comprehensive understanding of the range of SMS skills developed through DJing. Suggestions include an adaptive timing study in which phase perturbations/shifts occurring in the target sequence could be used to investigate phase correction responses (measured through phase shifts below point of JND = +/- 10% of the IOI) (Repp 2010) and period correction (measured through the use of phase shifts above point of JND) (Schulze et al. 2005). The degree to which formal musical training and informal musical practices enhances other cognitive faculties (e.g. executive function, working memory) should also be the focus of future research, though it should be noted that musical training should not have to justify itself according to its extra-musical outcomes, in agreement with Rauscher (2009).
The results of the qualitative study highlighted that participants in all three groups felt that DJs learn valuable musical skills that are not specific to DJing but to music education generally, including rhythm perception, harmonic perception, instrumental skills, knowledge of musical structure, performance skills and stylistic knowledge. A majority agreed that DJing had equal relevance with other musical forms (e.g. classical music) and that DJing had a high degree of contemporary relevance, especially in popular culture. On the whole, non-musicians were the most sceptical of the value of DJing in society and education, and DJs that were also DJing tutors had the most positive attitudes towards the inclusion of DJing into formal music education. An overwhelming majority of participants agreed that DJing lessons should be offered alongside traditional instrumental tuition, yet there is much progress to be made in establishing criteria for the examination of DJ performances to enable young people to pursue DJing at school. To establish the sort of instrumental training using DJing equipment that formal music education requires (Green 2002), formal links will need to be made between music education institutions and DJing academies and teachers. How DJing might be more generally incorporated into school music curriculums and examinations is deserving of future research, directed towards investigating the views of a wide sample group of formal music educators and amateur DJs, who may help us to gain insight into the way in which these musicians acquire instrumental skills and musical knowledge in much the same way as Green’s (2002) investigations of popular musicians informal learning practices. Such research would provide data that could be used to articulate how an educational methodology for DJing lessons might be structured and implemented and eventually integrated into formal music education.

In the qualitative study, the views of classically trained performers and non-musicians were restricted to short responses. Future research could build a more comprehensive data set on perspectives regarding DJing in order to develop awareness of its educational potential as well as its usefulness for those with Special Education Needs. In addition, as it was difficult to reliably establish levels of formal and informal training through self-report and certain markers of achievement (e.g. formal examinations or measures of professional experience), longitudinal studies might be conducted in order to quantify the relationship between amount of time spent practicing and musical outcomes while devising a way to measure the degree to which formally trained musicians adopt informal training strategies to learn a number of other instruments which they are familiar with but not expert in (as well as applying informally learned techniques to their formally learned art).

**Conclusion**

The aim of this research was to establish the skills learned through DJing and to map perspectives on the potential value of DJing for music education from a variety of people involved in music performance and education. In line with Green’s (2002) view that informal learning practices and formal music education are not mutually exclusive but draw on one another, the findings substantiate the view that contemporary music education could be strengthened by integrating practices that have grown organically in informal contexts and
have subsequently developed into socially significant musical practices. DJing, as a culturally relevant informal musical practice, should be placed firmly on the research agenda in the fields of music education and music psychology.
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